Fire Safety in Education
This programme will provide a thorough insight into fire safety, covering
the essential facts to protect any education premises against fire and
offer guidance to ensure the safety of all staff and students. At EduCare
we ensure that all of our training programmes are written and endorsed
by experts. This programme is accredited by the Institute of Fire Safety
Managers and RoSPA, a leading expert in the prevention of accidents.

Key features
•

Level 2 programme (as graded against the nationally
accepted levels and equivalent to GCSE grades A* - C).

•

Four modules with multiple choice questionnaires.

•

Four CPD hours with a personalised
downloadable certificate.

•

70% pass mark.

•

Optional narration feature for accessibility.

•

Additional resources for further learning and
printable modules for future reference.

•

Certificate fully accredited by the Institute of Fire
Safety Managers and RoSPA.

Programme objectives
This programme provides a thorough understanding
to anyone working in an education setting on
fire safety.
1. Understand the importance of fire safety training
including legislation.
2. Learn the nature of the fire.
3. Recognise fire hazards.
4. Identify what to do in the event of a fire.
5. Learn how to use a fire extinguisher.

Target audience
This programme provides anyone who works in an educational setting with practical day-to-day
knowledge of fire safety.

Module Content:
1. The Nature of Fire
• Basic understanding of the nature of fire.
• What is required to start and maintain a fire.
• How fires can spread.
• The different types of fire.

2. Fire Risks
• Common fire risks.
• What you can do to reduce fires.
• Fire safety signage, what they mean and where
you can expect to see them.

3. Using Fire Extinguishers
• The different types of fire extinguisher.
• When and how to use fire extinguishers.

4. In the Event of a Major Fire
• What you should do in the event of a larger,
more serious fire.

Why choose us?
I’m grateful for the work EduCare do. It was the backbone of my
CPD when I was a supply teacher for a few years and it is still my
first port of call when I need information (e.g. about the new SEND
Code of practice - I’m a Teacher of the Deaf) or when I need to
refresh my memory about First Aid, Child Protection, fire hazards ...
All essential stuff: ‘Duty of Care’ says it all really.

- Peter Caughey, Heston Community School

The online nature of the service makes it a most accessible
and cost-effective training model for the full range of
professionals who support children and young people in
a variety of settings.
Yvonne Richards,
Training and Development Manager, Kidscape
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